Reconstruction of radiation profiles near the plasma boundary using an infrared imaging video bolometer in KSTAR.
An infrared imaging video bolometer using tomographic inversion can provide the total radiated power and 2-D radiation profiles, which are crucial information for impurity seeding experiments. Because large amounts of impurities exist at the plasma edge, accurate reconstruction of the radiation profiles near the material boundary is an important issue. In this study, two methods of boundary condition treatment are compared. One involves the exclusion of plasma pixels outside the boundary before reconstruction, whereas the other excludes these pixels after reconstruction. Phantom reconstruction tests are performed with D-shaped and divertor radiation profiles, and the second method shows an improvement in the boundary-reconstruction results compared with the first method. Using the second method, the radiation profiles of krypton (Kr) seeded H-mode plasmas in KSTAR are reconstructed. A significant amount of input power is dissipated through the Kr radiation. The 2-D reconstructed radiation profiles show that Kr mostly accumulates at the plasma core rather than at the edge.